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PROPOSAL FOR AMENDMENT TO ECE/TRANS/WP.29/2007/106
A.

PROPOSAL (Provisions for vehicle stability control systems)

Add a new footnote in paragraph 5.2.1.32., to read:
"5.2.1.32.

Subject to the provisions of paragraph 12.4. to this Regulation, all vehicles in categories
M2, M3, N2 and N3 shall be equipped with a stability control function. This shall
include roll-over control and directional control and meet the technical requirements of
Annex 21." */

Add a new footnote in paragraph 5.2.2.23., to read:
"5.2.2.23.

Subject to the provisions of paragraph 12.4. to this Regulation, all vehicles in categories
O3 and O4 shall be equipped with a stability control function. This shall include at
least roll-over control and meet the technical requirements of Annex 21." */

*/ It may be reserved not to mandate this function on the basis of national regulations.

B.

JUSTIFICATION

Japan is not favorable to mandate EVSC installation for vehicles except M1/N1 categories. It is too
early to mandate such a wide category at one time, because testing method is not still mature and the
patterns of accidents are different between Europe and Japan. (Analysis result of accidents in
Germany and Japan is attached for reference.). ADR vehicles and long distance touring busses and
coaches categories are considered for mandatory at first. And we think it appropriate for the first step.
But we also understand the European situation that EVSC installation is very important and urgent
matter. Therefore we propose the compromise proposal considering upper situations. Our proposal
makes it possible not to mandate EVSC installation on the basis of national regulations. But
considering the formal proposal has been already submitted from EC to WP.29, we added the footnote
in our proposal to minimize modification.
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